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At a glance

Financials

Operations

1 000+
employees

650
000
systems sold

2012

REVENUE

R844 million

GROSS PROFIT

R593 million

SUSTAINABLE EBITDA

R164 million

EBITDA

R107 million

PROFIT AFTER TAX

R30 million

TOTAL DIVIDEND PER SHARE

3 cents

Global leader in telematics technology
Insurance telematics
Fleet management telematics
High-value cargo handling (ISIS)
Integrated fare collection
Partnerships with leading global companies in:
Telecommunications
Insurance
Mining
Public transport
Subscription-based service model
New generation and re-engineered product suite
Global operations
Owned and operated – Australia, Europe and South Africa
Distributor based – Africa, Latin America, Asia and Middle East

Brands
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Scope and boundary

Contents

At a glance
This integrated annual report covers the activities of DigiCore Holdings Limited (DigiCore), including all subsidiaries, for the 12-month
financial year ended 30 June 2012 and follows the integrated annual report published on 17 October 2011 and covered the period
1 July 2010 to 30 June 2011.
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In addition to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), and the King Report on corporate governance in South Africa (King III),
DigiCore uses the Global Reporting Initiative (G3.1) as the framework for reporting, in conjunction with the discussion paper released
by the Integrated Reporting Committee of South Africa.

Change management
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Global product portfolio
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The integrated annual report 2012 consists of four sections, The summarised integrated annual report (available in printed form),
the consolidated group and company annual financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2012, the corporate governance report
and the sustainability report. All these reports are available for download on the website www.digicore.com.
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6

Investment case

8

Wealth creation
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The consolidated financial information and results incorporate the company and all subsidiaries controlled by DigiCore as a single
economic entity. Boundaries for all data collection are consistent with our financial reporting, thus aligning financial, environmental and
social reporting, and does not extend to cover the group’s leased facilities or its supply chain network. Data is collected at operational
level and consolidated at divisional and group levels. Comparable performance data and information are provided on all material
aspects of the group and its value-creation activities without specific limitations. Where required, historical financial data has been
restated and explained.
While the precise nature of an integrated report is evolving, this report content covers the material economic, social and environmental
risks and opportunities currently facing the group’s ability to create and sustain value creation in the long term. These were identified
as a result of the new risk framework that was implemented during the year. It also addresses the governance context within which the
group operates its risks and strategic framework for creating value. In addition to the group’s material risks and opportunities, this report
addresses aspects that are of interest or concern to select groupings of stakeholders and which provide a balanced and reasonable
perspective of its activities. These aspects are integrated into the ongoing management of our business and reported to stakeholders
annually. (Further details can be found in the corporate governance report on www.digicore.com.)
Our progress to date is augmented by a forward-looking perspective on goals and value-creation strategies. This integrated
presentation reflects operational responsibility and accountability for sustainable value-creation and highlights stakeholder
interdependence.
Independent third party assurance has been obtained from PKF Consulting over the sustainability content within this report in
accordance with ISAE 3000. The objective of the assurance engagement was to assess the adherence of the group’s report to the
GRI G3.1 Guidelines Application level C (C+ with this assurance engagement). Please go to the group’s sustainability report on
www.digicore.com to locate the assurance statement. As this is the second year in which this level of assurance has been obtained,
it is the intention of the group to improve and obtain more indepth and meaningful assurance in 2013. The group intends to adopt
AccountAbility’s AA1000 principles of Inclusivity, Materiality and Responsiveness and obtain independent third party assurance of its
adherance thereto.
The financial statements have been audited by the external auditors PKF (Gauteng) Inc. and their unqualified audit report can be
found on www.digicore.com and is included in the annual financial statements, which forms part of this integrated annual report.
For further information please contact the group company secretary, email: secretary@digicore.co.za or Tel: +27 12 450 2222.
We would welcome your feedback on our reporting and any suggestions you might have in terms of what you would like to see
incorporated in our reports in future can be directed to the group company secretary.
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Corporate
Heading 1 profile
DigiCore specialises in fleet management and vehicle tracking for a global client base.

With over 25 years of experience, we are recognised

on the Johannesburg stock exchange, JSE Limited, in

Our continual emphasis on research and development

as a world-leading provider of advanced machine-

December 1998 under the share code DGC. Today

of next-generation products ensures the group

to-machine (M2M) communication and telematics

our operations, under the Ctrack brand, span six

remains ahead of the market, meeting demands for

solutions; we add value to our global base of

continents, with over 1 000 employees and more than

value-added, flexible, feature-rich and cost-effective

customers with mobile assets and workforces.

650 000 systems sold. We have concluded a number

technology.

DigiCore’s end-to-end research, design, development,
manufacturing, sales and support of tailored solutions
for customers is serviced by a global network
of staff and team members in over

Our technology and electronic
division designs and develops
robust

range

of

asset

management and monitoring
systems

using

positioning,

GPS
GSM

communication

satellite
cellular

systems

and

other advanced communication
and

expanded the group’s strong international reach into
new emerging markets, such as Asia, Africa and
Latin America.
A tradition of technologically superior

50 countries.

a

of successful global acquisitions in recent years, and

sensory

technologies.

The result is innovative and advanced
machine-to-machine

communication

that gives our customers 24x7 information

products, coupled with a proven

DigiCore’s pioneering technological solutions and
partnership with insurance companies has introduced
the concept of personalised risk modelling, based on
advanced driver behaviour information, provided by
the Ctrack solution to the short-term insurance industry.

Key partnerships

track record in successfully
rolling out and supporting

We have entered into partnerships with leading original

mega projects worldwide,

equipment manufacturers and telecom groups that,

gives DigiCore a sustainable

in turn, will give clients an integrated and holistic

competitive advantage. We

telematics and machine-to-machine communication

work in partnership with our

solution.

customers in developing tailored
solutions that deliver unique
and measurable business and
operational benefits.
DigiCore distinguishes itself from competitors

DigiCore has partnered with leading cellular providers
such as Vodafone, MTN and Celcom to ensure the
optimal real-time visibility of vehicles and systems being
tracked.
Ctrack product uses mapping such as Google, Nokia,

and monitoring of their mobile assets to achieve their

by offering turnkey products and advanced software

Tele Atlas and DigitalGlobe, giving customers a choice

operational efficiencies and cost-reduction targets.

solutions combined with our recognised industry-

of normal, terrain and satellite views in its software

leading customer service and support.

applications.

DigiCore was founded in South Africa in 1985 and
listed under the Electronics & Electrical sector
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Change management

Ctrack’s innovative and intelligent solutions have evolved from dot-on-map tracking to machine-to-machine (M2M) communication systems.
These are able to collect and analyse vehicle diagnostics, driver behaviour and drive environment data. The tracking system monitors dispatching, routing, mapping, vehicle
maintenance and toll fees and fines. As a result of this advanced technology, productivity is increased.

Telematics
Evolution chart
Sell a tracking device (software included)

Sell M2M technology solutions (device = enabler)

Upfront device sale

Recurring revenue and service model

Closed hardware and software platform

Convergent and agnostic systems

High electronic and communication cost base

Commoditised electronics and communications

Fleet: Location and diagnostics

Fleet solutions:
Industry silos
Driving environment
Driver behaviour
Supply chain
3G
MRM and CRM

Consumer: Stolen vehicle recovery

Consumer:
Insurance driver behaviour
Tax/regulatory
Infotainment
OEM

Revenue: Rand dominated 50% +

International revenue
Growth to 66% + target

International: Distributor model, SA centric

International: Regional hubs
Own operations and joint ventures, Global brand
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Global product portfolio
Intelligent solutions: Products and services are sold to the market under the Ctrack brand and have been designed to
focus on private and commercial needs, with a variety of unique solutions in the following categories:

Applications and services

SMS

MRM

Vehicle tracking and fleet
management products

Telematics solutions
Service and installation
Long haul trucking
Light delivery
Police and security
Local authorities
OEMs and dealers
Car rentals
Full maintenance lease
Government
Utilities
Professional services

Increasing functionality

Workforce
tracking

Configured functionality for industry
Mining
Yellow equipment
Forklifts
Construction
Tippers
Fuel and chemical
Agriculture

Insurance
Public transportation

Refrigeration
Trailer
Fixed plant
Containers
Integrated security

Value-add options
Business/Private

cCom

Driver ID

3G

Fuel

BodyGuard™

Voice/Text

CrashGuard™

Navigation

Driver Behaviour indicator

WiFi

CAN interface

cDrive

Satellite D+

Tyre pressure
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Software applications

Fleet management

Ctrack provides a number of secure ways for our customers to access data. Real-time

Ctrack has a range of fleet management products for light to large fleets that provide

and in-depth information is crucial for reporting and operational control to maximise

cost-effective and innovative GPS/GSM vehicle track-and-trace based on Ctrack’s

productivity. Customers have 24x7 visibility on their vehicles, vehicle history, geo-fencing

unique technology. Customers around the globe have been given real-time visibility,

and alerts monitoring.

operational control, productivity enhancements, safety and security improvements for

Vehicle tracking

their fleet vehicles and mobile assets, in addition to the environmental benefits derived
from CO2 emission reporting.

Traditionally, in some markets, this sector has been concerned with stolen vehicle
recovery products for insurance purposes. More recently, Ctrack has introduced a
new level of functionality using real-time vehicle-based solutions, communicating GPS
information to provide greater peace of mind, safety and security for vehicles, families
and businesses.

Products are continually refined to stay ahead of market requirements, ensuring Ctrack
maintains its competitive edge.

Telematics solutions
As companies increasingly recognise the benefits of telematic solutions, Ctrack is

Today, customers are able to locate their vehicles using mobile phones, view trip details

working closely with a number of industries to understand their individual challenges

on Ctrack’s advanced internet applications and even receive support from emergency

and requirements. As a result, Ctrack has developed solutions for specific industries.

services in an accident.

These solutions are enhanced by Ctrack’s FleetConnect and asset management

Insurance telematics

software as well as mobile resource management, optimised with our routing and
scheduling tools.

Ctrack’s Insurance Telematic Solution leads the industry by providing insurance
companies with factual data reports, not only on the driving frequency, times

Workforce tracking

and routes of the insured, but also on driver behaviour, such as harsh acceleration,

Ctrack enables customers to accurately monitor and assess the movement and

braking, cornering and an array of other pertinent information. These driver behaviour

behaviour of mobile workforces and equipment. This visibility allows companies to

measurements have proved so popular that ABI Research claims over 90 million

manage their workforces in real time for greatly improved planning and delivery,

insurance telematics systems will be installed in vehicles worldwide by 2017.

utilisation, enhanced service levels and customer satisfaction. The solution also gives
out-of-office and lone workers added security and safety.
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Heading 1solutions in practice
Intelligent
Ctrack provides industry-specific and intelligent solutions for over 25 industries that improve telematics information,
resulting in cost and efficiency gains for organisations.

Mining – Increased safety

With over 50 000 Ctrack systems installed, the South African Police Service (SAPS)

Ctrack provides leading mining companies, such as BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto, with
intelligent and customised solutions that help achieve efficiencies and
cost savings. Critically for this industry, Ctrack solutions also provide
crucial information for safety and security systems.
Insurance – Driver behaviour measurement
Ctrack has developed proprietary driver behaviour
technology with application in the personal vehicle
insurance industry, after pioneering the technology
in South Africa with Discovery Insure. Individual
driver

behaviour

assessments

and

reports

effectively monitor and help individuals improve
their driving, reduce their risk and, therefore, their

has recorded a marked improvement in response times of the 10111 call centre in
combating crime.

Public transport – Secure fare-collection
Fare-collection solutions for integrated public transport
systems are now a reality with the technology and
intelligent solutions of Ctrack’s Tap-i-Fare. Moving away
from cash to a fast and efficient collection system
offers significant advantages for commuters and
transport operators. At present, both the Peninsula
Taxi Association and Translog Management are
using this electronic fare-collection system for
public transport in South Africa.

insurance risk. Underscoring the need for this

Service and installation – Increased

product, over 20 000 systems were installed in

customer satisfaction

the first year.
Ctrack has also developed a solution for payhow-you-drive insurer, Coverbox, in the UK.
Ctrack insurance and telematics data and
information enables short-term insurers to
reward customers with good driving patterns, while
encouraging a safe driving culture.

Police and security – Better response times
Ctrack’s advanced vehicle monitoring and fleet management
systems give police and security companies the technology and tools
to streamline efficiencies and enable faster dispatch of vehicles.

Reliability, punctuality and efficiency are at the
core of the service and installation industries.
Ctrack’s service and installation solution has
contributed to increased efficiency and seamless
integration with existing planning and ERP systems
for customers such as Thames Water and Yorkshire
Water in the UK and Dutch Kemkens in The Netherlands.
This has led to more efficient dispatching and
communication with mobile workforces, as well as marked
savings on fuel consumption, fewer accidents and lower cost per
kilometre. By analysing real-time and historical information, the Ctrack
system helped increase productivity and raised customer service levels.
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Yellow equipment – Operational control
Ctrack yellow equipment solutions revolutionise the way organisations manage and
monitor the performance and use of equipment, and behaviour of operators, to ensure
optimal productivity and equipment use while minimising downtime and inefficiencies.
For Burma Hire operational control, monitoring and reporting provides sophisticated
business analysis for accurate billing and maintenance records.

Local authorities/municipalities – Fuel savings
Service delivery is an extremely complex undertaking, with a number of vehicles, tasks,
routes and people involved. The Ctrack solution for local authorities and municipalities
provides real-time information on vehicles and equipment to promote employee safety
and productivity.
By tracking the mix of vans, road sweepers and refuse trucks, the Sunderland council
in north-east England has achieved a range of benefits including a significant fuel
saving, reduced environmental impact, enhanced workflow management, and
improved employee protection.

Long haul trucking – Route optimisation
Ctrack’s long-haul trucking solution facilitates remote, accurate tracking and fleet
monitoring for a constant picture of where vehicles are, at all times, as well as their
operational condition.
Transportation fleets operated by customers such as Barloworld Logistics benefit
from route optimisation and planning, providing a very effective asset and people
management tool that reduces operating cost, and extends the life cycles of vehicles
through fuel level consumption monitoring.
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Investment case

Sustainably creating value
DigiCore Holdings provides investors with a compelling long-term growth opportunity:
•

Market-leading technology – with a long history of consistent and extensive
investment in research and development, DigiCore products are consistently
ahead of the market.

•

Annuity income business model – DigiCore is a large and stable group, able
to service customers on a subscription-for-service basis, in turn creating a stable
and secure annuity income.

•

Growth in systems installed – DigiCore has consistently grown its base of installed
systems, and is winning market share globally. This installed base also gives
us unique intelligence and telematic information – a sustainable competitive
advantage.

•

Globally diversified – DigiCore is a diversified group with exposure to developed
and emerging markets, across all industries and between businesses and private
individuals.

•

Sustainability – DigiCore products enable customers to enhance efficiency, reduce
costs, decrease carbon emissions and improve productivity. The success of our
customers underpins our own group’s sustainability.

9

Wealth creation

Value-added statement

Value added is defined as the value created by the

for the year ended 30 June 2012

activities of a business and its employees. For DigiCore, this
is determined as turnover less the cost of goods sold and

Turnover
Less:
Cost of goods sold and services rendered

2012

Change

2011

R’000

%

R’000

844 379

19,0

712 248

services rendered, excluding depreciation and amortisation.
The value-added statement reports on the calculation of
value added and its application among the stakeholders

421 365

360 434

in the group.

423 014
100
2 259

351 814
85
436

This statement shows the total wealth created and how it

Investment income
Income from associates

Wealth created

425 373

352 335

developing of operations.

Net value-added from operations

21,0

2012

was distributed, taking into account the amounts retained
and reinvested in the group for the replacing of assets and

Wealth created

2011

Figures in Rand million

Change
%

R’000

To employees
To government – direct taxes
To providers of debt

74,4
2,8
1,4

316 310
11 886
6 033

Profits to be reinvested in the group

21,0

89 256

%

%

R’000

500

42,7
(50,1)
4,4

62,9
6,8
1,6

221 659
23 816
5 779

400

(7,1)

27,3

96 115
300

Depreciation and amortisation
Retained income
To minority shareholders

Wealth distribution

61 134
28 122
0,4

1 888

100,0

425 373

46 661
49 454
(62,0)
20,7

1,4

4 966

100,0

352 335

200

100

0

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012
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Seven-year review
R’000
INCOME STATEMENTS FOR THE YEARS ENDED 30 JUNE
Revenue

2012

2011

2010*

2009

2008

2007

2006

844 379

712 248

530 534

323 239

576 234

684 790

440 667

Operating profit
Net investment income/(finance cost)
Income/(loss) from associates

45 570
(5 933)
2 259

83 915
(6 198)
436

70 689
(3 725)
909

113 121
(1 484)
(497)

204 102
(1 107)
128

134 579
1 442
766

93 690
2 975
(112)

Profit before taxation
Income tax expense

41 896
11 886

78 153
23 733

67 873
20 348

111 140
34 946

203 123
56 875

136 787
40 986

96 553
28 970

Profit after taxation

30 010

54 420

47 525

76 194

146 248

95 801

67 583

Attributable to:
Minority shareholders
Equity holders of parent

1 888
28 122

4 966
49 454

1 270
46 255

1 453
74 741

5 768
140 480

7 671
88 130

3 453
64 130

12,7
12,7
12,7
3,0

22,4
22,2
22,4
6,0

**20,8
**20,2
**20,8
6,0

36,1
35,9
35,7
10,0

68,7
64,7
64,2
19,0

44,4
44,1
42,2
13,0

32,3
31,9
32,3
10,0

541 519

417 021

348 849

281 811

222 199

154 678

87 194

203
300
7
1
29

730
071
110
250
358

158 265
209 860
4 525
19 901
24 470

120 381
198 172
2 493
8 191
19 612

103 789
168 552
2 328
–
7 142

50 053
156 917
3 506
–
11 723

38 857
107 364
2 818
–
5 639

22 566
56 174
1 979
382
6 093

365 136

365 916

318 332

345 084

401 935

276 096

198 477

95 763
225 628
–
2 426
41 319

93 859
216 919
–
2 046
53 092

87 558
175 239
–
6 205
49 330

104 011
171 263
105
12 299
57 406

89 974
198 059
–
5 496
108 406

71 073
145 780
–
–
59 243

48 255
88 800
–
–
61 422

Earnings per share (cents)
Headline earnings per share (cents)
Diluted earnings per share (cents)
Dividend per share (cents)
STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION AT 30 JUNE
Assets
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Goodwill and intangible assets
Investments: associates
Other financial assets
Deferred taxation
Current assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Other financial assets
Current tax receivable
Cash and cash equivalents

28 606

–

–

–

–

–

–

Total assets

935 261

782 937

667 181

626 895

624 134

430 774

285 671

Equity and liabilities
Capital and reserves

629 464

631 304

497 746

491 876

464 756

263 525

198 478

Equity attributable to ordinary shareholders

643 988

613 982

485 390

480 790

455 124

257 361

188 633

166 324
9 465
468 199

166 215
(6 906)
45 673

82 585
(17 260)
420 065

63 863
28 118
388 809

44 635
59 043
351 446

13 368
2 533
241 460

11 630
1 427
175 576

(14 524)

17 322

12 356

11 086

9 632

6 164

9 845

33 040

35 130

36 600

44 289

27 321

20 188

15 746

30 805
2 235

33 055
2 075

35 563
1 037

43 777
512

26 809
512

19 676
512

15 746
–

176 209

116 503

132 835

90 730

132 057

147 061

71 447

81 412
523
10 871
12 214
11 483

65 581
37 012
9 182
12 309
8 751

41 045
9 500
11 801
13 693
14 691

85 625
–
20 060
19 374
6 998

59 318
–
14 213
16 726
56 804

29 833
–
8 294
30 590
2 730

Assets held for sale

Share capital and premium
Distributable reserves
Retained income
Minority interest
Non-current liabilities
Interest-bearing financial liabilities
Deferred tax
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Bank overdrafts
Current provisions
Taxation payable
Interest-bearing financial liabilities
Liabilities held for sale
Total equity and liabilities
RATIOS
Net asset value per share (cents)
Net tangible asset value per share (cents)
Current ratio
Operating margin (%)
Closing share price at 30 June (cents)

66
70
6
16
17

279
170
244
222
294

96 548

–

–

–

–

–

–

935 261

782 937

667 181

626 895

624 134

430 774

285 671

260,0
138,9
2,07:1
5,4
270

247,9
163,1
3,14:1
11,7
350

223,0
127,0
2,40:1
13,3
296

223,3
145,0
3,80:1
19,6
365

212,8
139,4
3,04:1
29,8
678

127,2
74,1
1,88:1
30,4
736

93,2
65,5
2,78:1
29,9
290

The figures are based on
International Financial
Reporting Standards
* Certain balances have been
restated due to completion
of initial accounting in terms
of IFRS3. Refer to the business
combinations note, number 34
to the 2010 financial statements
for further details.
**Earnings per share indicators
have been restated due to
the rights issue of shares in the
2011 financial period. Refer to
the earnings per share note,
number 41 to the 2011 financial
statements for further details.
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Group structure and ownership
DigiCore
Holdings
Limited

SOUTH AFRICAN STRUCTURE

DigiCore
Electronics
(Pty) Ltd

C-Track SA
(Pty) Ltd
T/A Ctrack
100%

100%

DigiCore
Financial

DigiCore Fleet
Management
SA (Pty) Ltd

Services
(Pty) Ltd

T/A Ctrack Fleet
Management
70%

100%

100%

Manufacturing

Fitment centres

Branches

Technology

Cellular

SAPS

Corporate IT

Discovery

Debis

Integrated
Fare Collection
Services
(Pty) Ltd

DigiCore
Properties
(Pty) Ltd

SA dormant
companies
100%

98%

International
structure

Dedical
(Pty) Ltd
51%

Call centre
Gateway
Administration
and marketing

Ctrack
Africa

DigiCore
Management
Services
(Pty) Ltd
T/A Ctrack Mzansi

Worldmark SA
(Pty) Ltd

51%

Alchemist
House
(Pty) Ltd

DigiCore
Cellular
(Pty) Ltd

T/A FleetConnect
30% associate

DigiCore
Technology
(Pty) Ltd

DigiCore
Brands
(Pty) Ltd

DigiCore
Investments
(Pty) Ltd

DigiCore
International
(Pty) Ltd

T/A MotorOne

50,1%

INTERNATIONAL STRUCTURE

C-Track
Finance Ltd

C-Track
International
Holdings Ltd

TPL Trakker
(Private) Ltd

(Formerly DigiCore UK Ltd)

(Incorporated in
Pakistan)

(Incorporated in the UK)
(Dormant)

(Incorporated in the UK)

100%

30% Associate

100%

DigiCore International Holdings BV
(Incorporated in The Netherlands)
100%

Ctrack Asia Sdn Bhd
(Sendirian Berhad)
(Incorporated in Malaysia)
90%
Mega Fortris Ctrack Solutions
(Incorporated in Malaysia)
30%

C-Track Europe Holdings Ltd
(Incorporated in the UK)
100%

Ctrack Latin America SA
(Sociedad Anonima)
(Incorporated in Panama)
90%

C-Track (Pty) Ltd
(Formerly Vehicle Management
Systems (Pty) Ltd)
(Incorporated in Australia)
69%

C-Track Ltd
(Formerly DigiCore Ltd)
(Incorporated in the UK)
100%

C-Track New Zealand Ltd
(Incorporated in New Zealand)
100%

C-Track Benelux BV
(Incorporated in The Netherlands)
100%

C-Track UK Ltd
(Formerly MPS 2010 Limited)
(Incorporated in the UK)
100%

Ctrack Deutschland gmbH
(Formerly DigiCore
Deutschland gmbH)
(Incorporated in Germany)
100%

C-Track Ireland Ltd
(Incorporated in Ireland)
100%

C-Track France sarl
(Incorporated in France)
100%

DigiCore Europe BV
(Incorporated in
The Netherlands)
100%

C-Track Eastern Europe
Holdings Ltd
(Incorporated in the UK)
(Dormant)
100%

C-Track Belgium bvba
(Incorporated in Belgium)
100%
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Global footprint
Hilger W van Dam
Country manager
The Netherlands

Saleem Miyan
John Wisdom

Regional managing director
Europe

Sweden

Managing director
UK and Ireland

Norway
Finland
Ireland
United Kingdom
Belgium
France

Olivier van Houcke
Country manager
Belgium

Spain

The Netherlands
Germany
Poland
Czech Republic
Austria
Switzerland
Italy

Ralph Ebbinghaus
Managing director
Germany

Omar Hatmi
Managing director
Asia and Middle East

Morocco
Jordan

Pakistan
Bangladesh

Qatar
Mexico

Laos

UAE

Oman
Mauritania

India
Vietnam
Cambodia

Guinea

Jose Marsal
Regional director
Latin America

Liberia

Malaysia

Senegal

Nigeria

Malaysia

Uganda

Panama

Brett Faure
Tanzania

Colombia

Zambia

Papua New Guinea

Singapore

Kenya

DRC

Indonesia

Regional manager
Africa

Malawi
Zimbabwe

Peru

Botswana
Botswana
Botsw
wa
Namibia

Mozambique

Austra
Australia
alia

Corporate Head Office
South Africa

Hein Jordt
Managing director
Fleet South Africa

Bruce Richards
Regional managing director
South Africa

Charley Pietersen
Managing director
Ctrack Mzansi
South Africa
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Stakeholder engagement

DigiCore recognises that ongoing and meaningful stakeholder engagement is a
critical aspect of sustainability. DigiCore has identified its stakeholders and established
ongoing engagement programmes with each. The table summarises our stakeholder
engagement programme:

Stakeholder

Why engage?

What we
have done

Make the investment case of the group.
Share goals and communicate progress
against those goals.

Issued integrated
annual reports and
meetings held with
major shareholders.

Funders

DigiCore requires access to capital
from time to time to fund its growth and
operations.

Access to complete
due diligence
information and AFS.

Financial
analysts

Provide analysts with an understanding
of the business model, strategy, and clear
view of the group’s goals.

Presentations to Analyst
Society on publication
of results.

Media

Financial and business media play a
key role in creating and disseminating
perceptions about listed companies and
their prospects for growth.

Interviews held with
media representatives
on publication of
results.

Communities

Understanding the communities in which
DigiCore operates, and helping them
understand that DigiCore creates a
mutually beneficial relationship.

Partake in charity
initiatives.

Employees

Employees are the drivers of implementing Newsletters on e-mail
the group’s strategy and the face of the
sent to employees and
business with customers.
employee intranet.

Regulators

Providing regulators with regular and
transparent information is important
to ensure positive and beneficial
engagement.

Shareholders

Articles and advertising
campaigns.

Abiding by the JSE
Listings Requirements
and SENS releases.
DigiCore annual golf day 25 November 2011
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Heading 1 governance – overview
Corporate
The board of directors aspires to conduct the group’s business with responsibility, accountability, fairness
and transparency and strives to be a good corporate citizen.

Introduction

Board sub-committees

As corporate governance and sustainability are essential for DigiCore’s stakeholders,

Certain duties of the board have been delegated to sub-committees to give more

the directors agree with the spirit and principles of corporate governance set out

detailed attention to specific areas and to better channel the board’s expertise.

in the King Report on Governance in South Africa (2009) (King III) and the board is

Audit and risk committee

committed to applying appropriate corporate governance policies and practices in
each company in the group and the disclosure requirements of the JSE.

Under the leadership of its chairman, Prof Ben Marx, the committee successfully
completed its duties and added significant value to the group.

Improvements during the past year and plans for the year ahead
Remuneration committee
The impact of the new Companies Act (No 71 of 2008) and King III was assessed
and the required compliance is being pursued as appropriate.

The committee advises the board on executive remuneration policies and the annual
review of remuneration packages, profit share paid and issuing share options to

Board of directors

executive directors and senior management.

The board comprises six executive and eight non-executive directors, which ensures

Social and ethics committee

a balance of power and authority so that no one director has unfettered powers of

In line with the Companies Act, a social and ethics committee has been established

decision-making. The majority of the non-executive directors are independent.

under chairmanship of Adv Jacob Wiese. The committee has assumed the

The board collectively determines the major policies and strategic direction of the

responsibilities of the transformation committee and will deal with responsibilities as

group and retains full and effective control of the group. Non-executive directors ensure

described by the Companies Act regulations.

the group’s interests are served by bringing impartial views that are separate from

Risks and internal controls

management.
Areas of risk in the group were assessed and are being managed by the executive
The nomination of new directors is discussed between non-executive directors and

directors, with regular updates given to the audit and risk committee and board.

the CEO before the candidate is put forward to the board.

The internal controls and policies were reviewed and updated where needed.

The board met five times during the year under review and the meetings were well

Further details can be found in the corporate governance report.

attended by all board members.

The full corporate governance report is available
on the website www.digicore.com
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Sustainability report – overview

Approach to sustainability
The group understands that its business is part of the greater environment in which
we live, so our actions are shaped by national and international trends in sustainable
development. DigiCore is a long-term business and this determines our actions as
the group strives to be a responsible corporate citizen and respect the society and
environment in which we operate.
The focus of the group going forward is to balance financial growth with our focus
on people, especially staff satisfaction, while ensuring we remain committed to equal
opportunity employment and stakeholder satisfaction.
Sustainability forms the cornerstone of our values and is part of our board’s mandate.
It underpins our approach to attracting, retaining and developing our people. It guides
our actions in the contribution we make to preserving our environment. It drives our
continued cost-effective growth.

established in Gauteng where qualified and experienced training officers provide new
and existing staff with various training courses.

Community development
The Ctrack Training Centre will provide the opportunity to implement learnerships and
internships for unemployed individuals from previously disadvantaged groups from our
local communities.

Social responsibility
DigiCore focused its social responsibility on several community projects and charitable
causes:
•

we operate
•

By hosting our annual golf day in support of Cotlands

•

Support of organisations such as Arrive Alive to curb accidents on South African
roads

In support of the vision and strategy on sustainability, the group has adopted the
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) framework.

•

application level C+ report is available at the DigiCore registered office.
The group human resources strategy and plan were developed, approved and

Our partnership with SANParks (the national body responsible for nature
conservation) and the World Wildlife Fund to assist with various conservation

The sustainability report has been prepared in accordance with GRI G3.1 guidelines. In
terms of GRI reporting requirements, DigiCore has obtained external assurance and the

By actively supporting underprivileged people living in the communities in which

platforms
•

Our School Bus Safety Initiative launched in 2012.

How DigiCore’s products assist in environmental sustainability

implemented during the review period and very specific and measurable objectives

The main reason customers buy DigiCore’s fleet management products is to improve

were allocated to each goal, indicating both short and longer-term targets.

efficiency, particularly lower vehicle running costs and lower fuel use. Vehicles produce

The group developed and implemented a performance management model with
specific key performance areas.

CO2 emissions as a result of the fuel used. Ctrack software allows companies to specify
CO2 emissions quantities by vehicle group as well as expected fuel consumption.

Training and development
As one of the strategic objectives, training and development was identified as a priority
for management and every employee in the group. The Ctrack Training Centre was

The full sustainability report is available
on the website www.digicore.com
INTEGRATED ANNUAL REPORT 2012
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Board of directors
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1

4

7

10

NH Vlok (56)

2

3

NA Gasa (60)

BCom, LLB (Stell)

BAdmin (Hons) (Unisa),
MCom (Unizul), Nat Dip (Physio)

Non-executive chairman

Chief executive officer

Member of remuneration committee
Member of social and ethics committee
Appointed 8 October 1997

Member of remuneration committee
Appointed 13 December 2005

Lead independent
non-executive director

Dr LG Msengana-Ndlela (46)

5

Adv BS Khuzwayo (50)

Chairman of remuneration committee
Appointed 23 November 2001
6

G Pretorius (64)

BCom, HED (Rhodes), BEd, MBL (Unisa)

BProc (Unizul), LLB (Natal)

BSc, BEng, LLB (Stell), PMD (Harvard)

Independent non-executive director

Independent non-executive director

Independent non-executive director

Appointed 5 August 2010

Member of social and ethics committee
Appointed 25 July 2006

Member of audit and risk committee
Member of remuneration committee
Appointed 3 May 2011

Prof B Marx (48)

8

SS Ntsaluba (52)

9

Adv JD Wiese (31)

DCom (UJ), MCompt (UFS),
CA(SA), RAA, ACCA (UK)

BCom, (Hons) BCompt (Unisa),
CA(SA), HDip Tax Law (RAU)

BA (Value and Policy Studies)(Stell),
LLB (UCT), MIEM (Bocconi, Italy)

Independent non-executive director

Independent non-executive director

Non-executive director

Chairman of audit and risk committee
Appointed 1 November 2008

Member of audit and risk committee
Appointed 12 April 2006

Chairman of social and ethics committee
Appointed 25 July 2006

MD Rousseau (50)

11

SR Aberdein (55)

12

D du Rand (52)

BCom (Unisa)

BBus Sc (UCT), CA(SA), Dip Data (Unisa)

PrEng, BSc (Hons) Elect (RAU),
BEng (Hons) (UP), MBL (Unisa)

Chief operations officer

Managing director
DigiCore Electronics

Director
DigiCore Technology

Appointed 1 July 1998

Appointed 7 December 2000

Appointed 3 January 2005
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BC Esterhuyzen (52)

BCom (RAU)

AJ Voogt (46)
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JP Verster (46)
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DA Nieuwoudt (40)

BCom (RAU), BCom Hons (RAU),
CA(SA), MBA (UK)

BEng (Elec)(Stell), MBA (UCT)

BAcc (Stell), Hons, BCompt (Unisa),
CA(SA)

Chief financial officer

Chief technology officer

Group company secretary

Appointed 3 May 2012

Appointed 3 May 2011

Chairman of social and ethics committee
Appointed 1 April 2005
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Heading 1 review
Chairman’s
The financial year ended 30 June 2012 was a period of substantive
ve change for DigiCore. The board provided the mandate
for structural change and the CEO and his executive team have managed its implementation with excellence.
Chairman Nick Vlok

Navigating change
Improving DigiCore’s sustainability is the most pivotal consideration for the board and,
d,
to achieve this, the group needed to be elevated to another level. I am satisfied that
the group is now stronger and more sustainable as a result of decisions taken in the
past year and their successful implementation.
Sustainability forms the cornerstone of our values and will always remain part of
our board’s mandate. The group understands that its business is part of the greater
environment in which we operate, so our actions are shaped by national and

In this uncertain environment, private and public
organisations are seeking enhanced efficiencies, control
and information over their assets and they want to achieve
this without making significant upfront investments and
without needing to dedicate scarce internal capacity. While
being a challenge, this is also a great opportunity for the
telematics industry and our group.
Secondly, DigiCore is a technology-driven business and,
as such, the requisite investment into research and

international trends in sustainable development. DigiCore is a long-term business and

development is a critical business decision and core

this determines our actions as the group strives to be a responsible corporate citizen

to our sustainability. Staying ahead of the market with

and respect the society and environment in which we operate.

our technological solutions is an ongoing objective and

DigiCore will concentrate on balancing financial growth with our focus on our people,

requirement. With the economy under pressure and the

the group’s biggest asset, while ensuring we remain committed to equal opportunity

pace of technology change picking up, the time was right

employment and stakeholder satisfaction. This underpins our approach to attracting,
retaining and developing our people. It guides our actions in the contribution we make

to bring new, innovative technology and an evolved business
model to the market.

to preserving our environment and drives our continued growth.

Mandate and approval of CEO strategy

Macro-economic drivers

In response to the drivers noted above, the board mandated

Understanding the drivers behind the change is important to understanding why
DigiCore is a stronger and more sustainable group. Firstly, the global economy is
facing a period of uncertainty. The established first-world economies of UK, Europe and
US face low-growth prospects, ballooning debt and significant divergence regarding
economic policy decisions. Emerging markets meanwhile are growing faster, but face
considerable challenges such as inflation, poor efficiencies and high cost of doing
business, particularly due to lack of infrastructure. Regulatory uncertainty also creates
an environment where investment is seen as risky in emerging markets.

and approved the CEO’s strategy to:
• Reconstitute the executive management team to bolster
industry experience, technical expertise and introduce
new talent
• Introduce new technology and support platforms to
release an innovative suite of products and realise
efficiency gains through scalability and flexibility
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• A global operating restructure into primary and secondary regions to provide focus
and efficiencies across the group
• Continue converting the income stream to a subscription-for-service model.

Running the board and sub-committees

Corporate governance
Governance, legislative and regulatory changes were plentiful during the reporting
period. The board has conducted itself in a transparent, ethical and compliant manner
and will continue to strive to do business in a sustainable and responsible fashion.
The directors are committed to ensuring the group applies the code of King III and

The board has performed its duties well during the period and have ensured the
group’s strategy for growth is clear and have created an environment in which it can

corporate governance as set out in the JSE Listings Requirements. Further details can
be found in the corporate governance report on www.digicore.com.

be implemented. The board has reviewed current amendments to legislation and
governance requirements and has implemented changes to ensure compliance.
Sub-committees of the board performed their duties well. The audit and risk committee,
under the chairmanship of Prof Ben Marx, again gave me the confidence of adhering

Changes to the board
Francois Schindehütte resigned as group financial director in February 2012 and
Ré Voogt joined the board as chief financial officer in May 2012.

to legislation and the completeness and accuracy of our financial statements for

Appreciation

the year.

The change we have driven in the past year has not been without its challenges.

The board has also been involved in guiding the executive management team during
a year of significant change.

I thank my fellow directors for their hard work, commitment, insight and the will to
ensure we trade ethically, adhere to corporate governance principles, manage risks
and grow the business.

Risk identification and monitoring
Change on this scale introduces some risk and the board, through the audit and
risk committee, has monitored and assessed the group’s short and long-term risks.
I am pleased with the proactive identification of risks and the mitigating steps taken

I also thank the entire management team and staff globally for their contributions to
positioning DigiCore poised for sustainable growth.
Finally, thank you to our customers and suppliers for their loyal support and for
choosing to partner with our group.

by the executive management team. Looking at risk holistically, I believe the group
has significantly reduced its material risks in the past year and laid a platform for
sustainable growth for the next five years.

I am also pleased that the diverse nature of previous years’ activities, while necessary,

Nick Vlok

have now become focused projects aligned with implementing the CEO’s strategy.

Non-executive chairman

25 October 2012
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Chief executive officer’s review
In the past year DigiCore has defined its future. It has been a year of considerable change,
h
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Defining our future
The review period was characterised by a substantial structural overhaul of the group
to drive our growth strategies. We have a clear strategic vision, a sustainable business
model and a capable global leadership team in place. Our top management team
has been restructured, a re-engineered product range launched and stock and
debtors’ policies considerably tightened, which impacted the bottom line. As a result,

efficiencies and economies of scale. These new hardware
platforms are supported by modular software, which enables
enhanced functionality, customisation and flexibility of
the Ctrack product range. We have received excellent
feedback from the market and are well placed to capitalise
on this position in coming years.

the sustainability of the business has been significantly improved.

Stock and debtor policies

Restructuring the business

A once-off charge of R36 million against stock and debtors
was a major contributor to reducing profit after tax from

A structural overhaul was necessary and the executive management restructure saw
some familiar and senior names returning to DigiCore, and the injection of new talent
into this team. Whilst we lost a little momentum during the change, I am delighted to
have assembled an executive team of this calibre to work with me on developing and
executing our strategy.

R54 million in 2011 to R30 million in the review period. Our
obsolete stock and doubtful debtor policies have been
considerably tightened. We have reduced accounts
receivable levels in the statement of financial position
and can look forward to a normalised profit after tax this

The group under the Ctrack brand is represented in 56 countries with some

coming year.

650 000 systems sold globally to date. During the year we also restructured our global

Insurance telematics

operations into three core owned units in South Africa, Europe and Australia, and three
regional distributor units for Africa, Asia and Middle East and Latin America. These
markets are important growth nodes and our continued brand presence and service
offering are important long-term investments.

Without doubt, the most exciting and strategic development
in the year is the group’s progress on insurance telematics. The
launch of Ctrack’s driver behaviour insurance telematics solution
in South Africa, in partnership with Discovery Insure, required

Re-engineering the product range

substantial time and financial investment. More than 20 000

In 2012 DigiCore continued its significant investment into research and development.

systems have been installed and momentum is picking up pace.

The result is a fully re-engineered product suite with a wide range of technical

We expect the benefits of our partnership with Discovery

capabilities – particularly our insurance telematics solutions and driver behaviour

Insure to flow through to the bottom line next year.

measurement. Our product is now based on two new hardware platforms, effectively

On the back of the proven success of the Discovery

consolidating the number of platforms from five, and providing the business with cost

Insure partnership, we have also signed a contract with UK-based insurer
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Coverbox and will announce further insurance telematics partnerships in the near

KwaZulu-Natal, and is rolling out projects with various taxi associations. We expect this

future. The interest and success in signing up leading insurance players is a clear signal

business unit to also start contributing to the bottom line in the coming year.

of the calibre of DigiCore’s product and support service in the insurance telematics
market.

The business model

Challenges and risks
The tough global economic climate creates both challenges and opportunities for
DigiCore. It makes our fleet management offering more relevant from an efficiencies

Significant progress has been made in converting the income stream into a more

perspective, but it also limits a customer’s ability to take action. DigiCore’s international

sustainable and predictable subscription-based revenue model. The on-boarding costs

footprint has diversified risk considerably, but concerns over key sectors remain. The

of large fleet customers have created some cash flow challenges for the business, but the

South African mining industry is currently experiencing turbulent times and DigiCore

lag effect will be eliminated soon and the sustainable benefits of long-term subscription-

supports calls for urgent clarification on national and economic policy. The European

based contracts will flow through to the bottom line.

Regional operations
Operationally the fleet business had a solid year globally, except for Europe and more
specifically the UK, which underperformed in a tough economy. The UK business has

economy is uncertain and we will continue to contain operating costs in this
environment before gearing up for growth when the economy turns. On the positive
side, exposure to fast-growing economies in Africa and Asia will see new opportunities
arise as potential markets and customers are identified.

been stabilised and turned the corner by year-end, under new leadership.

Corporate social responsibility

Strong growth was recorded in the mining and resource customer base globally, with

DigiCore management and employees understand the impact our operations have

a solid pipeline of business for the new financial year. The fleet product and solution

on society, the economy and the environment. The inherent nature of the business

offering was further extended with the launch of Ctrack FleetConnect, a mobile asset

offers fundamental benefits such as improving efficiency, reducing carbon footprint

management solution. In Europe, Ctrack Germany has recorded good growth from

and improving safety. DigiCore has in the past year:

a low base. Ctrack ANZ (Australia and New Zealand) outperformed budget and is

•

well positioned in partnership with major telecommunication groups to grow its fleet
business and launch the insurance telematics solution in the coming year.

Launched a school bus safety initiative which involved schools receiving Ctrack
systems to improve the safety of transporting children to school

•

Raised and donated money (R90 000) to the Kruger National Park honorary
rangers’ anti-poaching project

The traditional stolen vehicle recovery (SVR) business in South Africa disappointingly
underperformed, but management changes were made in the second half of the

•

Raised funds (R115 000) for Cotlands to support its childcare projects

year, with positive results by year-end. Also in South Africa, the integrated fare-collection

•

Piloted cashless fare collection for the taxi industry – with benefits for taxi owners,

systems subsidiary (Tap-i-Fare) had successful pilot projects in Cape Town and

drivers and commuters
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(continued)

The fleet management business is solid and will remain a pillar for generating profit for
•

Enhanced our products’ ability to report on carbon emissions – making our
customers more aware of their footprint

•

Supported Ctrack Mzansi – our black economic empowerment initiative to help

the group.
There was an unrealised profit of R44 million from the listing of Trakker Pakistan Limited
which has not yet been brought into account.

develop and diversify our own ownership.

Appreciation
The cumulative effects of these actions make DigiCore a more sustainable
organisation with positive impacts on the communities in which we operate.

Industry comment

Thank you to the board, particularly the chairman, for unwavering support in the past
year. When I was appointed CEO, the mandate was clear – to structurally overhaul
the business and take DigiCore to the next level. We are now through the toughest

DigiCore is at the forefront of many industry trends and is progressing with the shift

parts of the restructure and I thank the management team and all employees for their

from selling tracking devices towards a service-and-subscription revenue model,

commitment and dedication to our shared vision. You have done yourselves proud

supported by value-added solutions. A new division, strategic and special projects, has

over the past year and the group is stronger and more sustainable because of your

been formed as part of the group’s restructuring. This division is tasked to identify and

efforts. We thank our shareholders for their patience and support in this time of change

define innovative applications and telematic trends. Insurance telematics is just one

– you have understood the plan and backed the team to make it happen.

example of this approach, with our success in this field reflected in DigiCore’s insurance

We will not disappoint your expectations in the coming years. Lastly and most

telematics solutions being duplicated in other countries. Working on a number of other

importantly to our partners and customers, thank you. We look forward to working with

telematics initiatives outside the traditional vehicle and fleet management areas is a

you in your business journey and will continue to develop intelligent solutions that add

key part of DigiCore’s strategy to be a leader in reshaping the telematics industry

value to your life.

and being a trendsetting group.

Outlook
DigiCore is very well positioned for the next few years. We are among the
market leaders in technology, particularly in our insurance telematics product.
The expectations for insurance telematics and the impact for the business are
considerable and we will be devoting much time and energy to insurance telematics

Barney Esterhuyzen

in the coming year.
Chief executive officer

25 October 2012
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Chief financial officer’s review
Group revenue increased by 19% to R844 million (2011: R712 million) over the reporting

Managing working capital remains a management priority.

period. Continued growth in annuity bond revenue was supported by an additional

During the year, management assessed the local and

78 000 systems shipped in the period. The South African market distribution entities

international macro-economic environment. To mitigate any

increased revenue by 11% for the year, while international distribution entities increased

risks from these economic drivers, all policies on managing

revenue by 42% to R281 million (2011: R198 million). The increase in international

accounts receivable and inventories were reviewed. A

revenue was supported by the first-time consolidation of Ctrack (Pty) Limited (Australia)

more prudent working capital management policy has

from 1 July 2011.

been developed and is being introduced. This process

On the back of the pleasing increase in revenue, gross profit rose 22% to R592,6 million
(2011: R484,4 million). Gross profit margins improved to 70% (2011: 68%).

accelerated the values provided for obsolete stock and
potential bad debts at year end, impacting the current
performance of the group. A net R36,2 million (pre-tax)

EBITDA prior to adjustment for more prudent working capital management policies
increased to R143,2 million for the year. The net impact of this once-off adjustment
caused EBITDA to contract to R106,9 million.

has been provided for in this regard.
Net cash generated from operating activities was
R76,9 million (2011: R79,6 million). Net cash used in

Excluding exceptional items, operating expenses for the year were well managed

investing activities of R126 million was largely driven by

within the budget approved at the beginning of the year. Increased fixed overheads

investments in property, plant and equipment

were driven by a higher headcount and further investment in the operational roll out

of R14,3 million and in rental stock of R73,5 million.

of the insurance telematics solution. The increase in the fixed overhead structure is
largely supported by the increased annuity revenue stream. Annuity revenue has now
achieved a sustainable level of some 50% of group revenue.

Depreciation and amortisation charges for the year rose
by 31% against the prior year, largely due to
the increase in the rental asset base and continued
amortisation of intangible assets in the UK. During the year,
an investment of R73,5 million (2011: R57,7 million) was made

Revenue

EBITDA

Figures in Rand million

Figures in Rand million

in rental stock. Depreciation relating to rental stock for the
period was R33,4 million (2011: R27,2 million).
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Ré Voogt
Chief financial officer

25 October 2012
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Technology review

DigiCore has in the past year totally re-engineered its product offering. The objective of

The Ctrack smartphone-based platform, Ctrack Mobi, has developed further into

this programme was to reduce costs through rationalisation and economies of scale

a feature-rich mobile web-based service, instead of a downloadable application,

and improve the product offering through new technology and innovation.

resulting in easier customer convergence and platform flexibility, combined with less

The group’s engineering divisions in South Africa, UK and Australia have delivered a

maintenance from a software engineering perspective.

range of highly scalable and extremely cost-effective new telematics systems to cater

Ctrack’s partnership with Mega Fortris Malaysia to develop ISIS, a radio frequency

for our global customer requirements.

identification (RFID) monitoring system allows customers to plan, load, reconcile, track
contents during journey to delivery and issue proof of delivery to customers. RFID tags

This has achieved most of the desired results with an impressive measure of success.
The introduction of the new series has resulted in major efficiency gains,
dramatically reducing the cost of production. Essentially Ctrack has reduced its
product hardware platform from five ‘boxes’ to two. This was done strategically as
a technical enhancement and supports Ctrack’s decision to convert business

are reusable and returned to starting points for future journeys. The solution is ideal for
the cash-in-transit industry, palletised cargo and other high-value goods.
As expected, with such a busy year in the engineering department, R&D expenses
have risen considerably, but the result is a long-term platform from which Ctrack will
enhance its offering to clients.

to a subscription-based revenue model by dramatically reducing the cost of
manufacturing hardware.

The outlook for the next year includes moving our servers and data centres to a cloudbased solution. With over 25 million position recordings per day worldwide, the benefits

The Ctrack software suite has been re-engineered into customisable modules,

of reducing the physical service and data centre footprint and taking the back-end

enhancing our ability to tailor products for various customers’ telemetry needs. These

into the cloud are considerable. The group’s global strategy and operations will

new modules are a progression towards our Ctrack ‘cloud-base’ solutions for all our

benefit enormously with such a system in place, from both a cost and service delivery

online software solutions, reducing the physical service and databank footprint and

perspective.

allowing for considerable cost savings and increased service delivery.

In the past year Ctrack has positioned itself strongly – with products ranging from $100

These developments also created cost savings and improved product benefits for the

to $1 500. Scalability ensures the group has the capacity to ramp up production as

customer.

demand from markets picks up.
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Engineering and technology
Strength in precision technology
DigiCore has vast experience in the machine-to-machine (M2M) vehicle telematics
industry, developing innovative solutions for the industry with development facilities in
South Africa, the United Kingdom and Australia, and a combined staff complement
of nearly 150 engineers, technicians and testers. DigiCore Technology focuses on the
following areas:

is automated and capacity is scalable because printed circuit boards are subcontracted.

Project engineering
Large clients and global projects are supported by DigiCore’s project engineering
group. These specialists are the technology interface between clients and projects,
and translate a client’s business requirements into system functional requirements,

Development

from development through to implementing the solution.

Development provides turnkey solutions to meet Ctrack’s global technology, software,

Sustainability

web, firmware and hardware requirements. This is achieved by developing dedicated
products, customising existing solutions and integrating with third-party products.

Testing
The DigiCore test facilities focus on independent testing and quality assurance of
our turnkey solutions in all our development domains, software, web, firmware and
hardware.

Sustainability is the cornerstone of our business, therefore DigiCore believes in
clean, smart and safe manufacturing to make a real difference to the environment.
A number of key initiatives ensure that all our manufacturing is clean and safe for
our environment and our employees. In addition, we modified our processes to fully
comply with the restriction of hazardous substances directive (RoHS). As a result, we
are now able to assure our clients that products they receive from us are safe for
the environment as well as for their vehicles and personnel. In addition to our lead-

Product support

free manufacturing, we are investing in operational expansions and the increased

A team of technically qualified specialists provides global support to Ctrack’s software

recycling capacity needed to meet our recycling target. For further details see the

and hardware, and assists in monitoring product stability in all hosted environments.

sustainability report on www.digicore.com.

Ctrack user manuals, release notes and technical bulletins are created, updated and
released. Training programmes and certification are provided along with virtual training
material for customer training and skills development. Product support constantly
improves processes, skills development and advanced support tools.

Manufacturing
Ctrack products are manufactured for global distribution from our facility in Durban,
South Africa. Manufacturing processes comply with the restriction of hazardous
substances (RoHS) environmental protection standard, using a lead-free production
process which is required for export. The facility is certified under ISO 9001:2008 by
DEKRA to ensure that product quality is always of the highest standard. Production

Johan Mostert

Stuart Aberdein

Managing director
DigiCore Technology

Managing director
DigiCore Electronics
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Operational
Heading 1 review

DigiCore Holdings’ international footprint has been reorganised in the past year to

Ctrack is a global leader in fleet management and our products have been

provide clear focus and strategy in the six regions in which Ctrack operates.

engineered to do more than vehicle tracking and so add value to the higher end

The group’s owned operations in South Africa, Europe and Australia now each have
a managing director reporting to the group chief operating officer. This strategy gives
Ctrack ownership and control of these operations, providing the regional businesses
with focus and strong alignment to the group strategy and products.
A second tier of regional operations (Africa, Latin America and Asia and Middle East)
is run primarily through distributors.

of the consumer market. With insurance telematics, Ctrack will essentially reach the
consumer market by partnering with leading insurance companies using technology
that measures and reports on driver behaviour.
The information database that Ctrack continually populates, complemented by its fleet
management expertise, uniquely positions the group to continue improving existing
products and developing innovative products and services for customers such as
insurers, telecommunication providers, logistics companies and many more.

By reorganising the international operations into owned and distributor-based models,
the group has simplified and provided focus to the respective regions.
The past year and the coming period are about consolidating the growth the group
has recorded in recent years. We have entered many new areas, acquired competitors
in certain markets, launched new products and changed leadership. With new
regional management now in place, and a clear strategy, the group aims to maximise
its strong product position and achieve organic growth in these markets.
Much of the group’s resources and focus will be directed at the insurance telematics
industry where Ctrack has a significant and global product advantage over
competitors through its driver behaviour modules and expects insurance telematics
to become a focal point in the business in the next few years and will be rolled out
globally.
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Regional reports

Ctrack South Africa

Ctrack acquired a 50,1% stake of MotorOne, a company specialising in automotive

June 2011 saw the launch of the Discovery Insure/Ctrack partnership after a rigorous
examination of all key telematics suppliers’ product offerings and technical abilities
over the prior two years.
Ctrack is the exclusive partner of telematics products for Discovery’s short-term
insurance company, Discovery Insure. The product used is a Ctrack-registered device
from DigiCore, branded as DQ-track

TM

by Discovery, with telematics services also

provided by Ctrack. Over the year, the Discovery Insure partnership resulted in over
20 000 Ctrack insurance telematics systems being installed.
So far, these systems have recorded over 170 million kilometres of second-by-second
driver behaviour data which is used every day to incentivise safer driving on South
African roads through the Discovery Vitality DriveTM rewards programme – an innovative

accessories for the after-market requirements of vehicle owners. This acquisition is in line
with the group’s strategy of improving the penetration level of its products and solutions
into the motor dealership segment.

Black economic empowerment – Ctrack Mzansi
Ctrack Mzansi began operations in August 2011. A 49% black-owned company,
Ctrack Mzansi provides high-quality fleet management solutions to its customers.
Ctrack Mzansi is targeting significant growth in South Africa, by focusing on servicing
customers in government, municipalities and state-owned enterprises.
Ctrack Mzansi is a partnership with DigiCore Fleet Management SA, which is
30% black-owned through two partners, Amabubesi Investments (17,4%)
and Western Breeze (12,6%).

initiative aimed at rewarding customers who demonstrate safe driving habits.
DigiCore Fleet Management will assist Ctrack Mzansi in rolling out large contracts
Ctrack’s fleet management solutions were strongly supported in the mining and oil

through its vast network and proven implementation ability.

sector by BHP Billiton, Rio Tinto, BP and Xstrata, and continue to show good growth in
logistics, utilities and security fleets in South Africa. The FleetConnect software and

Ctrack Mzansi has employed some excellent technicians and staff from DigiCore to

integrated fare-collection systems continue to gain traction with additional scheduled

make it truly BBBEE compliant and has achieved a level 4 BEE scorecard rating which

implementations in the new year.

it aims to improve significantly.

Ctrack Fleet recorded a strong performance and has significantly broadened its area

Ctrack Africa

of focus to provide services to customers in the public sector as well. It received a

The review period was a successful and profitable year for Ctrack Africa. The region

government tender to install 6 000 systems for Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality

grew revenue while essentially overhauling its operations, systems and processes and

in Gauteng. In the same period, the company also installed an additional 2 300

laying the foundation for growth across the continent.

telematics systems on South African Police Service (SAPS) vehicles. This enabled SAPS
to further reduce operating costs and improve service delivery by leveraging a holistic
system to meet its fleet management needs.

The division now engages directly with its large customers and also works with
distributors. This was a technical decision to enhance control and management
of installed systems to improve communication and assistance with the fastest
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Regional reports

(continued)

turnaround time for clients. Ctrack Africa has centralised all its reporting through

Towards the end of the period, Ctrack Pty Limited officially launched the new Ctrack-

the South African office. This now gives the company direct access to, and control over,

branded suite of products into the Australian and New Zealand markets. While still

the information it receives from its unit in the field and improves its ability to respond to

early, there has generally been an encouraging reception to the new products and

and service its customers.

brand. The region is particularly excited about the insurance telematics products as

Growth in systems in the past year has been an impressive 75% and most of this
business coming from large mining customers. The mining sector typically requires
sophisticated products and dedicated service, which again supports Ctrack’s decision

these will allow the Australian/New Zealand region to make inroads into the consumer
market. Traditionally, the region has been exclusively focused on the fleet management
and distributor business and has not been active in the private vehicle market.

to service mining sector clients directly, routing all data through the South African

A strong focus on servicing government business and excellent relationships with large

operations.

telecommunication providers also provides Ctrack Australia/New Zealand with

By rationalising the distributor network down to 15 distributors, the company has

exciting growth potential.

ensured that distributors are focused on Ctrack in their regions.

Excellent progress continues on the Transport Certification Australia electronic work

The African continent is experiencing exciting economic growth and the ease

diary project and partnering with Telstra and the federal government, on a new road

of doing business is improving every year. While large mining, oil and industrial

tax project.

customers remain the focus, the retail, transport and logistics markets offer exciting

The region is now a solid contributor to the DigiCore group and will aggressively focus

opportunities. There has been significant growth in both system sales and profitability

on maximising opportunities in Australian and New Zealand markets in the next few

during the review period.

years. The pure subscription-based model, improved levels of working capital, and the

Contracts have been concluded with Rio Tinto in Guinea and Mozambique.

Ctrack range of products will see the region continue its positive trend and improving

Ctrack Australia/New Zealand
For the review period, Ctrack Pty Limited (formerly Vehicle Management Systems Pty
Limited), which includes the operations of Ctrack Pty Limited in Australia and Ctrack
NZ Limited in New Zealand, posted a 367% increase in profits after tax due to growth
in revenue and a strong focus on cost efficiencies. The return to profitability follows the

contribution to the bottom line.
The economy in Australia has held up well over recent years, and the mining sector
in particular shows significant growth opportunities. While growth in the New Zealand
economy has remained weak, strong internal control and focus on costs have ensured
its ongoing operation through tough times.

acquisition of the MinorPlanet business in August 2010, and consolidation of its market

The region has a strong base from which its experienced management team and

position by renewing and retaining a significant portion of its existing customers and

staff can continue to grow and become a more significant contributor to Ctrack’s

winning new business in the marketplace.

operations.
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Ctrack Europe
Ctrack’s operations in Europe (including the UK) had a challenging year. Despite
recessionary conditions in many European economies, the region has
worked hard to achieve efficiencies, including rationalising its
back-office and technical support team structures in all the
European companies.
It was a year of significant change. The acquisition
of the MinorPlanet business and switch to a pure
subscription-based model, as well as a change
in leadership across the European businesses,
introduced a new way of doing business. The
company changed its processes, established
plans for centralised buying and distribution
and became more efficient with its working
capital. The consolidated and holistic view of
our European region, which now includes the
UK and Ireland businesses, has also provided
focus and an appropriate regional strategy for
the renamed Ctrack Europe Holdings Limited.
The European region is a sizeable operation,
with over 200 employees across eight countries.
The scale of the business is an advantage,
particularly when servicing very large fleet customers.
However, the decision to move to a subscription-based
model, while strategically correct and already proving a
success in terms of new business, presented the region with a cash

flow challenge during the transition period. At the same time, the company’s new
subscription-based model provides customers, particularly very large ones, with
a unique buying proposition and sets Ctrack apart from its competitors.
No other telematics company in Europe is able to provide very large
clients (5 000+ systems) with a pure subscription-based model
that has no upfront installation or on-boarding costs for
the client. In the uncertain European economy, this has
proved a successful model for winning new business
and one that we are looking to expand.
Previously, upfront costs associated with rolling
out a new fleet-management system, even
where the benefits are clear and considerable,
have been declined given the quantum
involved. In this economy the subscriptionbased business model allows companies
to switch to superior Ctrack technology,
which gives them enhanced benefits without
having to inject cash upfront. The benefits of
the system then effectively pay for ongoing
subscription fees. This is proving very popular with
large clients. Thanks to this new business model,
Ctrack has seen good signs of growth in Europe,
despite economic conditions.
Ctrack Europe has managed the global relationship with
telecommunication giant Vodafone. Globally, Ctrack has worked
hard to become an important partner of Vodafone. By working
closer and more strategically with Vodafone, Ctrack is in a position of strength
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Heading 1reports
Regional

(continued)

compared to some competitors. The business is able to negotiate flexibility, achieve

Ctrack will continue to work through distributors in the Asian region as the Ctrack brand

greater customisation, and efficiencies thanks to the meaningful relationship. The result

is not yet well established and the company prefers to first gain traction in the market

is a clear benefit for the customer.

before committing additional resources. Relationships with distributors have been

In certain parts of Europe, Vodafone competitors are aggressively trying to build

strengthened and four new country distributors have been established.

market share by offering very attractive and loyalty-based schemes to attract large-

The oil and gas, insurance, security and mining industries have been identified as key

volume businesses like Ctrack to use their services. We remain agile, and informed,

verticals in the region and will be our focus in the coming year.

in leveraging the best possible service and terms with our suppliers to maintain
best-in-class service to our customers.

During the year, the Asian region facilitated and signed an exciting joint-venture
agreement with global seal manufacturer Mega Fortris, known as Mega Fortris Ctrack

The telematics insurance market in Europe is an exciting segment and Ctrack Europe,

Solutions Sdn Bhd (Ctrack equity stake 30%). The agreement creates a strong global

as is the case globally, has a significant technological advantage. The company

entity to market the new Integrated Security Intelligent Solutions (ISIS) vertical powered

has signed an agreement with Coverbox, one of the largest specialist telematics

by Ctrack. ISIS is the amalgamation of Ctrack’s fleet management technology with RFID

insurance players in the UK, and is in discussions with several other insurance providers

(radio frequency identification) asset tracking that promises to be an exciting prospect

throughout the region. We expect to be well under way with at least two other larger

for the region as well as for Ctrack globally.

insurance groups within the next 12 months.

Recognising the need for simultaneous fleet management and asset monitoring,

The Network Rail contract in the UK has been successfully implemented and a further

ISIS allows customers to plan, load, reconcile, track contents during journey through

three-year contract finalised.

to delivery and issue proof of delivery to customers. The solution is ideal for the cash-in-

Ctrack Europe is optimistic about its growth expectation; even in a persistently difficult
economic climate. Its product offering and subscription base is such that adverse
economic conditions make the decision to switch to Ctrack even more beneficial.

Ctrack Asia and Middle East
Ctrack’s Asian operations were previously managed from South Africa and followed
a distributor model for countries where it serviced customers. In 2010, a decision was
taken to establish Ctrack Asia based in Kuala Lumpur to reorganise and expand
the region to ensure it is well positioned to take advantage of the fast-growing and
expansive Asian economy.

transit industry, palletised cargo and other high-value goods and designed for
three years.
This joint venture gives global cargo and fleet customers a revolutionary product that
will radically enhance control on the status of cargos during transportation.
With the new data centre established in Kuala Lumpur and designed to manage
ISIS and Ctrack business in Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand and Myanmar from the joint
venture’s own data centre setup, customers are able to use Ctrack and ISIS crossborder and increase visibility of their business. In addition, Mega Fortris and Ctrack
global networks are preparing to launch ISIS in their respective countries.
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Ctrack Latin America
The Ctrack Latin America operation is now in its second year with distribution points
in Mexico, Chile, Peru and Colombia. Ctrack partners with and operates through
Tecnocom, a US$500 million global IT company. The relationship is an excellent source
of both ongoing and new business for Ctrack. The relationship with Tecnocom is a sales
and service model with 100% of income based on a subscription-service model. Ctrack
Latin America has focused exclusively on fleet management in the region, leveraging
relationships with blue-chip companies such as BHP Billiton, SABMiller, TNT, Nestlé
and Amex.
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Shareholders’ analysis

Company:

DigiCore Holdings Limited

Register date:

29 June 2012

Issued Share Capital:

247 669 272

Shareholder spread

Number of
shareholders

%

Number of
shares

%

Public/non-public shareholders

Number of
shareholdings

%

Number of
shares

%

34

2,3

95 785 607

38,9

Non-public shareholders

1 – 1 000 shares

255

17,4

146 877

0,1

1 001 – 10 000 shares

659

45,1

2 825 846

1,1

10 001 – 100 000 shares

380

26,0

12 474 648

5,0

14

1,0

58 277 032

23,6

100 001 – 1 000 000 shares

128

8,7

43 105 816

17,4

Holding more than 10%

1

0,1

29 725 000

12,0

1 000 001 shares and over

41

2,8

189 116 085

76,4

Own holdings

1

0,1

14 871

0,1

1 463

100,0

247 669 272

100,0

Share trusts

1

0,1

7 727 004

3,1

17

1,0

41 700

0,1

Public shareholders

1 429

97,7

151 883 665

61,1

Totals

1 463

100,0

247 669 272

100,0

Number of
shares

%

Totals

Directors and associates of the
company

Non-directors (own holdings)

Distribution of shareholders
Banks

Number of
shareholders

%

Number of
shares

%

8

0,5

831 503

0,3

Close corporations

27

1,8

569 330

0,2

Endowment funds

10

0,7

594 209

0,2

1 067

72,9

34 550 235

14,0

15

1,0

8 240 486

3,3

NH Vlok

34 466 754

13,9

7

0,5

1 280 025

0,5

Titan Nominees (Pty) Limited

29 725 000

12,0

Individuals
Insurance companies
Medical schemes
Mutual funds
Nominees and trusts
Other corporations
Own holding

58

4,0

89 178 959

36,0

Coronation Fund Managers

29 226 787

11,8

162

11,1

39 769 195

16,1

Sanlam

27 606 858

11,1

11

0,8

1 384 009

0,6

Investec

14 262 190

5,8

SR Aberdein

9 387 208

3,8

1

0,1

14 871

0,0

Private companies

29

2,0

41 248 297

16,7

Public companies

2

0,1

48 174

0,0

Retirement funds

65

4,4

22 232 975

9,0

1

0,1

7 727 004

3,1

1 463

100,0

247 669 272

100,0

Share trust
Totals

Beneficial shareholders holding 3% or more

Titan share dealers

8 813 500

3,6

DigiCore Holdings Limited share trust

7 727 004

3,1

161 215 301

65,1

Totals
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These audited abridged group and company annual financial statements comprise a
summary of the audited annual financial statements for the group and company for the
year ended 30 June 2012.
The audited annual financial statements were prepared under the supervision
of the chief financial officer, AJ Voogt CA(SA) and the group financial manager,
V Venkatkumar CA(SA).
Shareholder and other information
Details on the shareholders diary and other corporate information can be found on the
Inside back cover of the integrated annual report 2012.
The notice of the annual general meeting of DigiCore Shareholders has only been
distributed to shareholders requesting mailing of the notice.

A copy of the group and company annual financial statements
and notice of annual general meeting and proxy form is available
on www.digicore.com or can be obtained on request to the
group company secretary, email: secretary@digicore.co.za
or Tel: +27 12 450 2222.
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Consolidated statement of

Financial position
AS AT 30 JUNE 2012

30 June 12
R’000

30 June 11
R’000

(Audited)

(Audited)

541 519

417 021

203 730
220 584
79 487
7 110
1 250
29 358

158 265
156 234
53 626
4 525
19 901
24 470

365 136

365 916

95 763
2 426
225 628
41 319

93 859
2 046
216 919
53 092

28 606

–

Total assets

935 261

782 937

Equity and liabilities
Equity attributable to equity holders of parent

643 988

613 982

Notes

Assets
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Goodwill
Intangible assets
Investments in associates
Other financial assets
Deferred tax

Current assets
Inventories
Current tax receivable
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

Assets held for sale

2

Share capital and premium
Foreign currency translation reserve
Share-based payment reserve
Retained income

166 324
(524)
9 989
468 199

166 215
(14 194)
7 288
454 673

Non-controlling interest
Non-current liabilities

(14 524)
33 040

17 322
35 130

22 995
7 810
2 235

26 324
6 731
2 075

176 209

116 503

10 183
16 222
7 111
66 279
6 244
70 170

6 560
12 214
4 923
81 412
10 871
523

96 548

–

935 261

782 937

50

260,0
138,9

247,9
163,1

0

Interest-bearing financial liabilities
Finance lease obligation
Deferred tax

Current liabilities

Net asset value per share
Figures in cents

300

250

Current portion of interest-bearing financial liabilities
Current tax payable
Finance lease obligation
Trade and other payables
Provisions
Bank overdrafts

Liabilities held for sale
Total equity and liabilities
Net asset value per share (cents)
Net tangible asset value per share (cents)

2

200

150

100

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012
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Consolidated statement of

Comprehensive income
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2012

Growth
Notes

Revenue
Earnings before interest, impairments, taxation, depreciation,
amortisation and capital items
Depreciation and amortisation
Capital Items

Operating profit

3

Year ended

Year ended

30 June 12

30 June 11

R’000

R’000

%

(Audited)

(Audited)

19

844 379

712 248

(18)

106 932

129 966

31

(61 133)
(229)

(46 661)
610

(46)

45 570

83 915

4

Investment revenue
Income from equity accounted investments
Finance costs

100
2 259
(6 033)

85
436
(6 283)

Revenue
Figures in Rand million
900
800

Profit before taxation

(46)

41 896

78 153

Taxation

(50)

(11 886)

(23 733)

Profit after tax
Other comprehensive income:

(45)

30 010

54 420

13 670

7 550

(30)

43 680

61 970

(43)

28 122
1 888

49 454
4 966

200

(45)

30 010

54 420

100

41 792
1 888

57 004
4 966

43 680

61 970

12,7
12,7
12,7
12,7
3,0
–
3,0
247 669

22,4
22,4
22,2
22,2
3,0
3,0
6,0
247 669

220 756

220 756

28 122

49 454

129
–
100
(567)
27 784
(36)
228

(749)
139
–
–
48 844
210
–

Exchange differences on translating foreign operations

Total comprehensive income for the year
Profit attributable to:
Equity holders of the parent
Non–controlling interest

600
500
400
300

Total comprehensive income for the year attributable to:
Equity holders of the parent
Non–controlling interest
Earnings per share (cents)
Diluted earnings per share (cents)
Headline earnings per share (cents)
Diluted headline earnings per share (cents)
Interim dividend per share (cents)
Final dividend per share (cents)
Total dividend per share (cents)
Number of ordinary shares in issue (‘000)
Weighted number of shares in issue to be used in the
calculation of basic and diluted earnings per share (‘000)

700

(43)
(43)
(43)
(43)

0

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2010

2011

2012

EBITDA
Figures in Rand million

250

200

Reconciliation of headline earnings:
Basic and diluted earnings
Adjusted for:
Loss/(Profit) on sale of fixed assets
Impairment of intangible assets
Impairment loss on remeasurement of assets and liabilities held for sale
Gain on bargain purchase of Dedical (Proprietary) Limited
Tax effect on adjustments
Non-controlling interest in adjustments

Basic and diluted headline earnings

27 976

49 054

150

100

50

0

2008

2009
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Consolidated statement of

Changes in equity
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2012

Balance at 1 July 2010

Share
capital
R’000

Share
premium
R’000

Total
share
capital
R’000

218

82 367

82 585

30

83 600

83 630

Foreign
currency
translation
reserve
R’000
(21 744)

Sharebased
payment
reserve
R’000
4 484

Retained
income
R’000

Total
attributable to
equity holders
of the group/
company
R’000

Noncontrolling
R’000

Total
equity
R’000

(17 260)

420 065

485 390

12 356

497 746

7 550

49 454

57 004

4 966

61 970

Total
reserves
R’000

Changes in equity
Total comprehensive income for the year
Issue of shares

7 550

83 630

Share-based payment cost

2 804

2 804

Dividends
Balance at 1 July 2011

(14 846)
248

165 967

166 215

(14 194)

7 288

(6 906)

83 630

2 804

2 804

(14 846)

(14 846)

454 673

613 982

17 322

631 304

28 122

41 792

1 888

43 680

Changes in equity
Total comprehensive income for the year

13 670

Share-based payment cost

13 670
3 675

Share options exercised

109

109

(974)

3 675
(974)

Dividends

3 675
974
(15 570)

Acquisition of 47% interest in integrated
Fare Collection Services (Pty) Ltd from
outside shareholders
248

166 076

166 324

(524)

9 989

9 465

468 199

109

(15 570)

Non-controlling interest acquired

Balance at 30 June 2012

3 675

109

643 988

(15 570)
(33 635)

(33 635)

(99)

(99)

(14 524)

629 464
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Consolidated statement of

Cash flows
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2012

Year ended

Year ended

30 June 12

30 June 11

R’000
(Audited)

R’000
(Audited)

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash generated from operations
Interest income
Dividends received

95 255

109 713

100

85

–

–

Finance costs

(6 033)

(6 283)

Taxation paid

(12 416)

(23 816)

76 906

79 699

(81 677)

(65 075)

Net cash from operating activities

Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Proceeds on sale of property, plant and equipment

1 013

2 984

Purchase of other intangible assets

(30 926)

(18 257)

Business combinations

(10 941)

(2 496)

(2 000)

(356)

Investment in associates
Payment to Integrated Fare Collection Services (Pty) Ltd

–

Loans advanced to group companies

–

Movement in financial assets
Net cash from investing activities

–
–

(1 250)

(12 594)

(125 781)

(95 794)

Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds on share issue
Repayment of other financial liabilities
Finance lease payments

–
(10 062)

83 630
(5 779)

(6 913)

(6 659)

Dividends paid

(15 570)

(14 846)

Net cash from financing activities

(32 545)

56 346

Total cash movement for the year

(81 420)

40 251

52 569

12 318

(28 851)

52 569

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year
Total cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year
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Selected explanatory notes to the group

financial statements
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2012

1.

Basis of preparation and presentation of financial statements

3.

The consolidated financial statements, from which these abridged financial statements, set out
in this report have been derived and prepared in accordance, and comply with International
Financial Reporting Standards, as well as the AC 500 standards as issued by the Accounting
Practices Board or its successor, the requirements of IAS 34: Interim Financial Reporting, the JSE
Limited Listings Requirements, and the requirements of the Companies Act, 2008.

EBITDA before working capital adjustments
Working capital adjustments:
Trade receivables
Inventories
EBITDA

The financial statements are based on appropriate accounting policies, consistently applied
with those used in the audited financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2011, which are
supported by reasonable and prudent judgments and estimates.
These abridged consolidated results have been extracted from the financial statements. The
financial statements have been audited by our auditors PKF (Gauteng) Inc. in accordance with
section 29(1)(e) of the Companies Act, 2008, which has performed its audit in accordance
with international standards of auditing.

4.

Assets and liabilities held for sale

R’000
Assets classified as held for sale:
Property, plant and equipment
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Liabilities classified as held for sale:
Other financial liabilities
Finance lease obligation
Trade and other payables

5 355
9 392
13 517
342
28 606
81 995
1 148
13 405
96 548

No cumulative income or expense has been recognised in other comprehensive income relating
to Worldmark SA.

30 June 11
R’000
142 127

(28 428)
(7 792)
106 932

(9 970)
(2 191)
129 966

30 June 12
R’000
(129)
–

30 June 11
R’000
749
(139)

Capital items

(Loss)/Profit on sale of property, plant and equipment
Impairment of intangible assets
Impairment loss on remeasurement of assets and liabilities
held for sale

Any reference to future financial performance included in these financial statements has not
been reviewed or reported on by the group’s auditors.
Worldmark SA (Proprietary) Limited is presented as a disposal group held for sale, following the
commitment of the group’s management, on 30 June 2012, to a plan to sell the 50,1%-held
subsidiary to a large automotive synergy group and enter into a dealer channel relationship
with a national footprint. Negotiations to sell the subsidiary have started and a sale is expected
by 30 June 2013.
An impairment loss of R100 000 on the remeasurement of the disposal group to the lower
of its carrying amount and its fair value less cost to sell has been recognised in profit or loss.
Worldmark SA forms part of the SA distribution segment.
At 30 June 2012, the following assets and liabilities relating to Worldmark SA were classified as
held for sale:

30 June 12
R’000
143 152

Capital items consist of the following:

PKF has issued an unqualified audit opinion on the group’s financial statements, a copy of which
is available for inspection at DigiCore’s registered office.

2.

Earnings before interest, depreciation, amortisation, and capital items (EBITDA)

5.

(100)
(229)

–
610

Business combinations
Ctrack (Proprietary) Limited (formerly Vehicle Management Systems (Proprietary) Limited)
(Incorporated in Australia)
On 1 July 2011, the group acquired a further 39,9% of the voting equity interest of Ctrack
(Proprietary) Limited which resulted in the group obtaining control over Ctrack.This was in addition
to an existing interest of 25,1% obtained on 1 August 2010. Ctrack’s results were accounted for
using the equity method until 30 June 2011. The fair value purchase consideration was set at
R8 234 000 and paid in cash. Ctrack is principally involved in the fleet management industry
in the Australian and New Zealand markets. As a result of the acquisition, the group expects to
be the leading provider of fleet management products and services in those markets. It is also
expecting to reduce costs through economies of scale.
Goodwill of R7 543 000 arising from the acquisition consists largely of the synergies and
economies of scale expected from combining the operations of the entities.
Fair value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed
Property, plant and equipment
Deferred tax
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Other financial liabilities
Current tax payable
Trade and other payables
Total identifiable net assets
Non-controlling interest
Goodwill

R’000
799
691
1 987
7 427
2 050
(5 179)
(121)
(6 214)
1 440
(505)
7 543
8 478

Acquisition date fair value of consideration paid
Cash
Fair value of investment on 30 June 2011

8 234
244
8 478
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5.

Business combinations (continued)

Fair value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed

Ctrack (Proprietary) Limited (formerly Vehicle Management Systems (Proprietary) Limited)
(Incorporated in Australia) (continued)
Non-controlling interest is measured at the non-controlling interest’s proportionate share of the
acquiree’s identifiable net assets.

Property, plant and equipment
Other financial assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Other financial liabilities
Trade and other payables
Total identifiable net assets
Non-controlling interest
Gain on bargain purchase

Revenue of R58 609 053 and profits of R7 185 795 of Ctrack (Proprietary) Limited have been
included in the group’s results since the date of acquisition.
Worldmark SA (Proprietary) Limited (trading as MotorOne)
On 1 February 2012 the group acquired 50,1% of the voting equity interest of Worldmark SA
(Proprietary) Limited which resulted in the group obtaining control over Worldmark. The fair value
purchase consideration was set at R5 930 000 and paid in cash. Worldmark SA is principally
involved in the vehicle parts and accessories industry in South Africa. As a result of the acquisition,
the group expects to increase its presence in the industry. It is also expecting to reduce costs
through economies of scale.

Acquisition date fair value of consideration paid

Goodwill of R41 131 422 arising from the acquisition consists largely of the synergies and
economies of scale expected from combining the operations of the entities.

Cash

R’000
4 094
2 798
3 229
10 284
1 123
(84 025)
(7 765)
(70 262)
35 061
41 131
5 930

Acquisition date fair value of consideration paid
Cash

5 930

Non-controlling interest is measured at the non-controlling interest’s proportionate share of the
acquiree’s identifiable net assets.
Revenue of R26 831 000 and profits of R2 420 000 of Worldmark SA (Proprietary) Limited have
been included in the group’s results since the date of acquisition. If the acquisition occurred
on 1 July 2011, management estimates that Worldmark SA would have contributed revenue of
R58 609 000 and a loss after taxation of R196 000. In determining these amounts, management
has assumed that fair value adjustments, determined provisionally, arising on the date of
acquisition would have been the same if the acquisition occurred on 1 July 2011.

1

Non-controlling interest is measured at the non-controlling interest’s proportionate share of the
acquirer’s identifiable net assets.

Fair value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed
Property, plant and equipment
Pre-payments
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Other financial liabilities
Trade and other payables
Total identifiable net assets
Non-controlling interest
Goodwill

R’000
598
851
3 638
4 254
295
(3 298)
(5 226)
1 112
(544)
(567)
1

Revenue of Rnil and losses of R984 000 of Dedical (Proprietary) Limited have been included
in the group’s results since the date of acquisition. If the acquisition occurred on 1 July 2011,
management estimates that Dedical (Proprietary) Limited would have contributed revenue
at Rnil and a loss after taxation of R984 274. In determining these amounts, management has
assumed that the fair value adjustments determined provisionally that arose on the date of
acquisition would have been the same if the acquisition occurred on 1 July 2011.
The acquisition of Dedical (Proprietary) Limited is based on provisional fair values as the group
has not yet determined the fair values of the identifiable assets, liabilities and/or contingent
liabilities. The fair value of the business will be accurately determined by the next reporting date.

6.

Post-financial year-end events
On 16 July 2012, TPL Trakker (Private) Limited, an associate of the group, listed on the Karachi
Stock Exchange at a price of PKR10 per share. During the listing an additional 30 000 000 shares
were issued, which resulted in a dilution of DigiCore’s shareholding in the company from 30,0% to
25,9%. At the listing date, the fair value of the investment was PKR561 747 000, which translated at
the spot rate of PKR0.0879: R1,00 equates to R49 377 552.
On 31 August 2012, the group obtained a further 27% shareholding in Ctrack (Proprietary)
Limited. This takes the group shareholding in the company to 92%. The consideration of
AUD783 000 was paid in cash.
Other than disclosed above, there have been no significant events subsequent to year-end and
up to the date of this report that would require adjustment to the annual financial statements or
further disclosure.

The acquisition of Worldmark SA is based on provisional fair values as the group has not yet
determined the fair values of the identifiable assets, liabilities and or contingent liabilities. The fair
value of the business will be accurately determined by the next reporting date.
Dedical (Proprietary) Limited
On 1 October 2011 the group acquired a further 16% of the voting equity interest of Dedical
(Proprietary) Limited which resulted in the group obtaining control over Dedical. This was in
addition to an existing interest of 35%. Dedical’s results were accounted for using the equity
method until 30 September 2011. The fair value purchase consideration was set at R1 000 and
paid in cash. Dedical is principally involved in the public transport industry in South Africa.
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Segmental analysis
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2012

Year ended

Year ended

30 June 12

30 June 11

R’000

R’000

(Audited)

(Audited)

South African distribution

579 426

523 397

External revenue

539 627

480 049

Revenue

Internal segment revenue

39 799

43 348

Foreign distribution

281 480

198 040

External revenue

250 018

198 040

Internal segment revenue
Product development and manufacturing
External revenue
Internal segment revenue
Group services
External revenue
Internal segment revenue

31 462

–

194 434

206 157

44 915

26 770

149 519

179 387

27 957

20 109

9 819

7 389

18 138

12 720

1 083 297

947 703

Inter segmental revenue

(238 918)

(235 455)

Total revenue
Operating profit/(loss)

844 379

712 248

South African distribution
Foreign distribution
Product development and manufacturing
Group services
Investment revenue
Income from equity accounted investments
Finance costs

60 338

58 812

(15 394)

3 008

15 198

14 661

(14 572)

7 434

45 570

83 915

100

85

2 259

436

(6 033)

41 896

78 153

South African distribution

285 513

287 701

Foreign distribution

150 832

135 771

Product development and manufacturing

110 375

161 814

Group services

452 348

246 808

999 068

832 094

(63 807)

(49 157)

Total assets
Segment liabilities

935 261

South Africa distribution

(152 106)

(50 845)

(79 127)

(33 994)

Foreign distribution
Product development and manufacturing
Group services
Eliminations

Total liabilities

30%

2012
64%

1%
4%

782 937

(24 905)

(25 864)

(113 466)

(90 087)

(369 604)

(200 790)

63 807

49 157

(305 797)

1%
5%

(6 283)

Profit before taxation
Segment assets

Eliminations

Segment revenue

(151 633)

28%
South African
distribution

2011

Foreign distribution
67%
Product development
and manufacturing
Group Services
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